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Abstract: The popularity of the pair distribution function (PDF) analysis of X-ray total scattering data
has steadily grown as access to ex situ synchrotron data has expanded. Due to the broadening of
the PDF user community, there is a growing demand for software that can be used to extract PDFs
and is accessible to non-expert users. While user-friendly options have been developed over the
past decade for fast, streamlined data analysis, care must be taken in both processing the data and
understanding any limitations, especially in the case of liquids. In this review, the same scattering
data are analyzed using different total X-ray scattering software, in order to compare the accuracy of
the extracted structure factors and associated pair distribution functions. The goal is to assess the
best practices for extracting the most accurate liquid data for each software package. The importance
of absolute normalization and the application of the most appropriate corrections are emphasized
via quantitative comparisons between liquid sulfur and water. Additionally, an awareness of the
competing conventions used to define the PDF in crystallography and liquids/glasses is crucial for
both the downstream analyses of the data and a comparison with the previous results in the literature.

Keywords: total X-ray scattering; pair distribution function; structure factor; software

1. Introduction

The popularity of the pair distribution function analysis of X-ray total scattering data
has steadily grown as access to ex situ synchrotron data has expanded in recent years.
Additionally, brilliance-enhancing upgrades to synchrotrons around the globe enable
the rapid acquisition of increasingly large in situ total scattering datasets. Due to the
broadening of the PDF user community, there is a growing demand for software that can
be used to extract PDFs and is both accessible to non-expert users and capable of batch
and/or automated data processing. While user-friendly options have been developed over
the past decade for fast, streamlined data analysis, care must be taken in processing the
data, understanding any limitations, and comparing it to previous results in the literature.
Special care must be taken in the case of liquids and glasses, where the measured signal
can be in the same order of magnitude as the background, and features of interest can be
swamped by artifacts. In this review, the same set of liquid scattering data are analyzed
using different available total X-ray scattering software, in order to compare the accuracy
of the extracted structure factors and associated pair distribution functions. The software
packages are utilized following the available guidance a newcomer would be given in
order to highlight pitfalls and establish the best practices for obtaining reliable results. This
work is a tribute to the work of Prof. Adrian Wright, a world-renowned expert on glass
diffraction, who sadly passed away during the writing of this manuscript.
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2. Fundamentals of Extracting Structure Factors and Pair Distribution Functions
from X-ray Total Scattering Data

Water and molten sulfur data were collected at the Advanced Photon Source using
the high-energy beamline 6-ID-D, which is optimized for pair distribution function mea-
surements of liquids, glasses and amorphous materials. Experimental details have been
described previously by Benmore et al. [1,2]. The X-ray data were obtained from an amor-
phous silicon flat-plate area detector constructed from several panels containing a large
array of pixels. These types of CsI scintillation detectors are known to have a high dark
current, which is measured with the beam off, immediately prior to sample measurement.
The underlying dark current produces a pixel offset, which is directly subtracted. The
varying pixel response is corrected with an appropriate gain map obtained using a multi-
plicative flat-field correction factor. Given that there are typically up to ~8 million pixels
on a 2D detector, some outliers remain in the diffracted image, either from low or non-
counting pixels or high-counting trapped excited states [3], which are typically masked
in the azimuthal integration procedure. Efforts to minimize these effects experimentally
and correct for them have been discussed elsewhere [2]. For monochromatic X-ray beam
experiments, the integrated data are converted from scattering angle to momentum transfer
using a crystalline calibration standard such as LaB6 or CeO2. The main aim of this paper is
to discuss the subsequent corrections and normalization procedures typically applied in the
currently available total X-ray scattering software used to extract the total X-ray structure
factor and associated pair distribution function.

By far the most important technique used to analyze liquid scattering data is data
normalization, after appropriately scaled background subtractions. The measured intensity
needs to be scaled to the sum of the squared X-ray form factors plus Compton scattering,
C(Q) (referred to as the self-scattering) [4,5]. To achieve this, multiple effects need to be
taken into account, in order to yield the normalized electron density I(Q) in absolute elec-
tron units. These effects include geometry, polarization, fluorescence, multiple scattering
and attenuation by air, filters, detector and the sample [6–9]. Firstly, standard geometric cor-
rections for the specific experimental arrangement and beam polarization should be applied.
Fluorescence above K-edges are usually assumed to be isotropic in correction procedures,
but are unpolarized and have a different wavelength to the incident beam, so often have a
more complex shape. Notably, for high-energy X-ray scattering (>60 keV), most angular
dependent corrections are minimized, except for the oblique incidence correction, which
becomes problematic at high-Q values due to the longer path length through the detector
scintillation material at high angles [10]. For lower energy X-ray, i.e., laboratory sources,
Q-dependent attenuation and multiple scattering effects are generally complex and care
is needed when estimating their magnitude and shape (usually using a geometry-specific
Monte Carlo-type simulation [8,9,11]). This is essential in order to ensure that the correct
Q-dependent background subtraction factor is applied (and subsequent normalization).
By design, high-energy X-ray diffraction experiments help to minimize absorption effects,
and accurate estimations can be obtained using the calculations of Paalman and Pings for
flat-plate and cylindrical geometries [6]. A general rule of thumb is to keep the sample
attenuation below ~20% to avoid having to perform difficult multiple scattering corrections.

The Compton wavelength depends on the scattering angle [12], and a power law can
be used to correct for the energy-dependent absorption in the detector. The Klein–Nishina
correction accounts for the energy dependence of the Compton scattering due to relativistic
effects and can be approximated by the Breit–Dirac equation using a power of two [2,13].
A summary of the magnitude of each of these individual corrections using 100 keV X-ray
data has been described by Skinner et al. [2]. The normalized electron density for molten
sulfur and water using atomic form factors are shown in Figure 1. We note that traditionally
molecular liquids were normalized per molecule [14–16], but here we normalize them
per atom, since the majority of modern total X-ray scattering software assumes atomic
(independent atom) form factors.
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0) and I(Q) > 0. With regard to the low Q limit, from Equation (2), it can be seen that S(Q 
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Figure 1. Normalized electron intensity I(Q) comprising the sum of the X-ray form factors (self-
scattering) and Compton scattering for molten sulfur (a) and water (b). Both atomic and modified
atomic form factors are shown for water.

Although atomic form factors are accurate at high-Q values, the hydrogen bonding
between water molecules (and other hydrogen bonded organic liquids) is known to modify
the intramolecular electron density, compared to that of the isolated atoms. To account
for this, modified atomic form factors (MAFF) have been successfully used to describe the
resulting change in the electron density within the molecule.

The MAFF f 0
α (Q) is defined as follows:

fα(Q) = f 0
α (Q)

[
1− aO

zα
e(−Q2/2δ2)

]
(1)

where f 0
α (Q) is the atomic form factor of the isolated atom species α, and zα is the total

number of protons on the atoms of species α. In the case of water the αO and αH terms are
−1 and +0.5, respectively, corresponding to the transfer of 0.5 electrons from each hydrogen
towards the oxygen and δ = 2.0 Å−2 [17,18].

A normalized total scattering X-ray structure factor S(Q) is typically defined as follows:

S(Q)− 1 =
I(Q)−∑α cα f 2

α (Q)− C(Q)

[∑α cα fα(Q)]2
(2)

where cα is the concentration of atoms of type α. Using the Hannon–Howells–Soper
notation [19,20], the total structure factor is related to the pair distribution function g(r)
through a Sine Fourier transform,

g(r)− 1 =
1

2π2ρ

∫ Qmax

0
Q[S(Q)− 1]

sin(Qr)
r

M(Q)dQ (3)

where M(Q) is an optional modification function, and ideally equals unity. The differential
correlation function, with the bulk density, ρ, removed is defined as follows:

D(r) = 4πρr[g(r)− 1] (4)

There are stringent normalization checks for liquid structure factors normalized
onto an absolute scale using the X-ray form factors. These include S(Q→ 0), S(Q→ ∞),
G(r→ 0) and I(Q) > 0. With regard to the low Q limit, from Equation (2), it can be seen that
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S(Q→ 0) becomes more negative for systems that contain elements with a large difference
in the number of electrons. For a homogenous, monoatomic liquid at equilibrium, the S(0)
limit is directly related to the isothermal compressibility χT [21,22] via Equation (5).

S(Q = 0) = ρχTkBT (5)

The isothermal compressibilities for water and molten sulfur are 5 × 10−10 m2/N and
4 × 10−4 m2/N, respectively [23–26], which correspond to S(0) values of zero for elemental
molten sulfur, and −0.98 for water using atomic form factors and −2.0 using MAFF’s. In
addition, by definition, at high-Q, S(Q→ ∞) = 1. See Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The raw X-ray structure factors for molten sulfur (a) and water (b) obtained using atomic
form factors and MAFF’s for water. The corresponding S(0) values based on isothermal compressibil-
ities (symbols) and extrapolation to Qmin (dotted line) are also shown.

Provided that the extracted S(Q) meets the consistency checks in the reciprocal space
and the appropriate form factors have been used in the data reduction, the Sine Fourier
transformation of S(Q)yields a g(r) with low-r oscillations around zero, i.e., in the unphysical
region, below the closest atom–atom distance. Equivalently, the low-r data in D(r) oscillates
around the −4πρr density line, as shown in Figure 3. This holds for the case of elemental
sulfur, where the atomic form factor represents a good approximation of the electron density.
However, it only holds for water if the appropriate MAFF’s are used. If atomic form factors
are used to obtain S(Q), there will be a mis-match in the electron density at low-r, since the
number of electrons displaced from the H nucleus is a large percentage of the total number
of electrons in the system. In addition, there is a low-r (non-zero) contribution of the O–H
partial below the first O–O peak. Even then, the low electron density of water makes the
accurate extraction of S(Q) difficult to achieve, since the Compton scattering and other
backgrounds are large compared to the rapidly decaying form factors.

A major problem with the Fourier transformation of diffraction data arises from the
finite Qmax ( 6=∞), and to a lesser extent, the fact that Qmin 6= 0. The consequence of a finite
Qmax is the introduction of a step function into the Fourier transform if S(Qmax) 6= 1, resulting
in truncation oscillations in g(r). Qmin, on the other hand, is often extrapolated to the
S(0) limit, either by linear extrapolation or Lorentzian fitting [27]. The maximum Q-value
of the measured S(Q) determines the real-space resolution limit of the pair distribution
function, g(r) [2,22]. This is a primary reason why high-energy X-ray diffraction is preferred
for X-ray PDF studies, since it allows access to the highest momentum transfers. For
analysis purposes, the truncation problem is commonly treated by truncating at a node
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where S(Q) = 1, and/or introducing a modification function that dampens the measured
S(Q) smoothly to unity at Qmax before Fourier transformation [28]. Modification functions,
such as the commonly used Lorch function [29], tend to reduce truncation oscillations at
the expense of artificially broadening the sharpest features in g(r).
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transform (thin line) and a Lorch function applied (thick line). (b) Water analyzed using atomic and
modified form factors with the intramolecular structure removed and the Lorch function applied.

For a system in which the density is well known, the Krogh-Moe and Norman tech-
nique [30,31] can be used to normalize S(Q), by setting the region below the closest approach
between the atoms in D(r) to the density line. In some cases in the literature, this artificially
corrected real-space function has been Fourier back-transformed into the Q-space and
shown as experimental data, concealing the real quality of the measurement [32,33]. This
approach hides errors that could be due to, for example, severe Q-dependent fluorescence,
sample absorption or multiple scattering effects. This is because long-wavelength sys-
tematic errors in the X-ray measurement typically appear at low-r in the pair distribution
function, particularly below the first real peak, and provide an indication of the accuracy of
the experimental data in real space. If the transform only shows small truncation errors
in this region, then the data can be claimed to be of reasonably good quality. However,
as pointed out by Wright in 1993 [32], some authors, either knowingly or unknowingly,
sometimes disguise or do not show data in this region in order to give the illusion of
higher-quality data. Furthermore, Wright has described using data in the low-r unphysical
region below the first peak to fix any mismatches in the data as “a particularly devious
technique” and has said that “such data must be treated with the utmost suspicion” [32].
Thirty years later, this technique has become the basis of some of the software packages
used in this review.

However, in practice, the purist view of data analysis has to be moderated to some
extent, because if S(Q) does not tend exactly towards unity at Qmax, a step function will be
Fourier transformed, thus introducing additional oscillations into g(r), i.e., Fourier artifacts
that are unrelated to the data quality. Since every experimental dataset has some degree of
systematic error, it is commonplace for the experimental S(Q) to diverge, either positively
or negatively, at the highest Q-values. The work of Skinner et al. [2] confirms this behavior
for high-energy X-ray experiments using flat-plate area detectors, since most corrections
to the data have very similar diverging shapes, which can be readily approximated using
a quadratic-type equation. Therefore, in most data analysis software packages, there are
one or more parameters used to enforce the S(Qmax) = 1 constraint, other than simply
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truncating at a node in which S(Q) intersects with 1. This may be considered reasonable
if the correction is small, say a few percent, but if the correction becomes large, it is likely
masking a larger problem. The nature of the correction used should also be considered
with care.

An alternative use of the Fourier back-transform mentioned earlier is to employ it as a
test of the accuracy of the correction procedures in the Q-space, by comparing it directly to
the measured data [34], as shown in Figure 4. Comparing the measured data quality in the
Q-space to the 3D atomistic models is preferred because the magnitude of both systematic
and random errors on the diffraction pattern can be assessed.
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The correct normalization of the X-ray diffraction data has strong implications for
interpreting the structure of the liquid. While the PDF is in some sense fairly robust, such
that the atom–atom distances are likely to be correct, the extraction of absolute coordination
numbers, nαβ [34], is highly sensitive to the absolute normalization. Coordination numbers
are determined by integrating the following function:

nαβ =
∫ r2

r1
4πρr2cβgαβ(r)dr (6)

where nαβ represents the number of atoms of type β that reside between distances r1 and r2
from an atom of type α at the origin; cβ is the concentration of atoms of type β; and gαβ(r)
is the Faber–Ziman partial pair distribution function [35] describing α–β pair interactions.
Firstly, it should be noted that nαβ can only be reasonably extracted if the α–β pair interac-
tions represent a sizeable percentage of the X-ray scattering. Secondly, a significant error
in the absolute normalization of the X-ray data, or bulk density, will be magnified in this
integral and could yield chemically unrealistic coordination environments.

For oxide systems, bond valence theory enables specific cation–oxygen distances
(which tend to be robust in g(r)) to be correlated with particular polyhedral environments,
i.e., tetrahedral, octahedral, etc., based on effective ionic radii [36]. For molecular liquids,
the first few peaks in the intra-molecular structure can be used to obtain absolute normaliza-
tion [37]. In most cases, including those in which homopolar bonding occurs, confirmation
that the normalized g(r) represents a chemically realistic structure can be obtained via
the use of so-called “big-box” (>1000 atoms) atomistic modeling, such as Reverse Monte
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Carlo (RMC) [38,39] or Empirical Potential Structure Refinement (EPSR) [40,41]. Although
not definitive, these atomistic models will help to determine whether the X-ray data are
properly normalized when chemically realistic constraints are imposed. There is the possi-
bility of scaling the S(Q) (or g(r)) to improve the fit in these programs. Hopefully, this is
a small adjustment (say < ±5%), as it indicates that either one or more of the correction
factors has not been correctly applied in the analysis, or there is significant systematic
error in the measurement or normalization process. “Small-box” (<50 atoms) modelling
software, which includes programs such as PDFgui and TOPAS, inherently expect a scaling
factor to be applied to D(r) as part of the real-space Rietveld refinement process [42–44].
This approach works adequately for highly crystalline materials in which the lattice struc-
ture and therefore the bulk density are known; however, it is problematic for liquids and
glasses in which the local coordination numbers are unknown. For example, in oxides,
the local coordination of melts is known to be substantially lower than their crystalline
counterparts [45].

Figure 5 shows the EPSR fits for molten sulfur [46] and water [17], together with
the corresponding running coordination number as a function of distance for the well-
determined S–S and O–O coordinations, which dominate the signal and the ill-determined
(weakly weighted) O–H coordination.
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3. Methods and Discussion of PDF Extraction Software Process
and Available Corrections
3.1. Original Analysis

For our previous analyses discussed above, data reduction and processing were
performed as described by Skinner et al. [18]. Detector calibration, the application of flat
fields, the masking of bad pixels, and the azimuthal integration of diffraction images for
water and sulfur were performed in FIT2D [47]. Then, one-dimensional X-ray diffraction
patterns were exported in constant Q (Å−1) bin format. Structure factors and differential
correlation functions for liquid water (Q = 0.5–20 Å−1) and molten sulfur (Q = 0.5–28 Å−1)
were extracted from one-dimensional X-ray diffraction patterns using PDFgetX2 [48]. A
scale factor of 1 was used for the sample background in each software package. Ideally,
the sample transmission would be measured, and the appropriate attenuation factor used
here in lieu of the calculated absorption correction listed below. Corrections for oblique
incidence and polarization were applied within the program. Corrections for Breit–Dirac,
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sample self-absorption and multiple scattering were also applied. The parameters for
energy-dependent Compton scattering (1/E quadratic) and fluorescence were refined
during the optimization of S(Q). The fluorescence correction implemented in PDFgetX2
takes the form of a constant offset, and was actually used in our example cases to correct
for drift in the detector dark current. The Q range for the optimization of F(Q)→ 0 was set
to 10 to 20 Å−1 for water and to 20 to 26 Å−1 for sulfur. A Lorch modification function was
applied to the reduced structure factor, F(Q). Pair distribution functions were calculated
from the differential correlation function using Equation (4).

3.2. Fast PDF Extraction Software

For our comparison of fast PDF extraction software, a simplified data reduction and
processing procedure was followed in order to highlight deviations from the carefully
undertaken “original” analysis described above. Detector calibration, the masking of
bad pixels, and the azimuthal integration of diffraction images for water and sulfur were
performed in GSAS-II [49]. Data were exported in both constant Q (Å−1) bin format and
constant 2θ bin format. Structure factors for liquid water (Q = 0.5–20 Å−1) and molten
sulfur (Q = 0.5–26 Å−1) were extracted from one-dimensional X-ray diffraction patterns
using GSAS-II, PDFgetX2, PDFgetX3, LiquidDiffract, GudrunX, and BL04B2anaGUI [48–53].
Pair distribution functions (PDFs) were subsequently obtained via the sine Fourier trans-
formation of the reduced structure factor, which was performed natively in each software
package. In PDFgetX2, GSAS-II, and PDFgetX3, which are heavily used by crystallogra-
phers, the pair distribution function, G(r), contained in their *.gr files is defined according
to the convention specified in Egami et al. [54]:

G(r) =
2
π

∫ Qmax

0
Q[S(Q)− 1]sin(Qr)M(Q)dQ (7)

where M(Q) is the modification function (usually Lorch). This pair distribution function,
G(r), is equivalent to the differential correlation function, D(r), in Hannon–Howells–Soper
notation. Additionally, these programs output the reduced structure function, F(Q), into
*.fq files, where F(Q) is defined as follows:

F(Q) = Q[S(Q)− 1] (8)

In contrast, LiquidDiffract and GudrunX, which are aimed at the liquids and glasses
communities, utilize the Hannon–Howells–Soper formalism for the pair distribution func-
tion [19,20] shown in Equation (3). For consistency, we will continue to use Hannon–
Howells–Soper notation, and will therefore denote the PDFs obtained using PDFgetX2,
GSAS-II, and PDFgetX3 as D(r) in our review. A summary of the corrections and parameters
used for all the different software packages are given in Table 1.

3.2.1. PDFgetX2

Structure factors and differential correlation functions were extracted for water and
molten sulfur using PDFgetX2 version 1.0. The sample background data scaling, which can
be set and adjusted manually in PDFgetX2, was set to 1. Corrections for oblique incidence
and polarization were applied within the program. In this example, the corrections for
Breit–Dirac, sample self-absorption and multiple scattering were also omitted. The param-
eters for energy-dependent Compton scattering (1/E quadratic) and fluorescence were
refined during the optimization of S(Q), as with our previous analyses. These parameters
should be zero in an ideal experiment; however, here they are simply used to correct any
remaining systematic errors. Due to the fact that S(Q) was not oscillating around 1, a
flat line offset for water was manually set to 2.5 × 105 in lieu of the refined fluorescence
parameter. The Q range for the optimization of S(Q) → 1 was set to 10 to 20 Å−1 for
water and to 20 to 26 Å−1 for sulfur. A Lorch modification function was applied to F(Q).
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Pair distribution functions were calculated from the differential correlation function using
Equation (4).

3.2.2. GSAS-II

Structure factors, differential correlation functions, and pair distribution functions
were extracted for water and molten sulfur using the PDF calculation module within the
GUI of GSAS-II version 5509. The use of versions 5509 or later is required for the correct
normalization of the Fourier transform, following the discovery of this flaw during the
writing of this review. The sample background multiplier, which was set to (the default)−1,
was not refined. Formula volumes (n/ρ0) were calculated for water (29.969 Å3) and molten
sulfur (29.272 Å3) and used in lieu of those calculated by GSAS-II. The refined parameters
included a flat background, an offset that can correct for effects such as fluorescence, which
is assumed to be negligible for these samples at high energies, and drift in the detector dark
current; the Ruland width [55], to correct for Compton scattering (although this should not
be significant for experiments using high X-ray energies); and the background ratio, an
empirical correction that forces S(Q) to approach 1 at a high Q. The desired Qmin was set
by changing the minimum 2θ of the associated powder item in the project. For the S(Q)
optimization to oscillate about 1, the scaling Q range was set to Q = 10 to 20 Å−1 for water
and to 15 to 26 Å−1 for sulfur. A Lorch modification function was applied to F(Q), but the
option to suppress low-r ringing in the Fourier-transformed D(r) was not used. The pair
distribution function, labeled g(r) in the GUI, was exported from the GSAS-II project file by
using the GSASIIscriptable API.

3.2.3. PDFgetX3

Structure factors and pair distribution functions were extracted for water and molten
sulfur using PDFgetX3 version 2.1.1. The sample data, the corresponding background
data and scaling, as well as the desired Q range, were specified in a custom configura-
tion file. Qmaxinst was set to be the same value as Qmax for each dataset. Corrections for
Compton scattering, the drift in the detector dark current, and the fluorescence were au-
tomatically performed by the software, and could not be disabled or manually adjusted.
The user-controlled optimization of the pair distribution function can be performed using
the built-in tuneconfig() function, which enables the interactive adjustment of the Q range,
background scaling, Qmaxinst and rpoly, which is the minimum r cut-off for physically mean-
ingful correlations in the PDF. PDFs were generated using both the default value of 0.9 and
a manually selected value of 1.5 for rpoly. rpoly and Qmaxinst determine the order of the
correction polynomial, n + 1, applied to the structure factor [50]:

n =
Qmaxinstrpoly

π
(9)

This ad hoc correction was automatically performed by the software, and could not
be disabled or manually adjusted, aside from rpoly and Qmaxinst. The user-controlled opti-
mization of the pair distribution function can be performed using the built-in tuneconfig()
function, which enables the interactive adjustment of the Q range, background scaling,
Qmaxinst and rpoly,. Differential correlation functions were generated using both the default
value of 0.9 Å and a manually selected value 1.5 Å for rpoly. These correspond to the correc-
tion polynomial degrees of 6.7 and 11.2 for water, and 8.4 and 13.4 for sulfur. It is of note
that all the functionality described is also readily accessible via an interactive GUI client,
xPDFsuite [56]. Pair distribution functions (g(r)) were calculated from D(r) using Equation
(4), employing the low-r slope (−4πρ0) to estimate the density in lieu of the known atomic
number densities. Values of 4πρ = 0.06 and 0.13, which correspond to atomic number
densities of 0.00477 and 0.0103, were used for sulfur and water, respectively. These values
are roughly an order of magnitude lower than expected.
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3.2.4. LiquidDiffract

Structure factors and pair distribution functions were extracted for water and molten
sulfur using LiquidDiffract version 1.11. The use of version 1.11 or later is required for the
correct Compton scattering corrections, following the discovery of a software bug during
the writing of this review. Data were read into the GUI, re-binned to a user-specified Q bin
size, and extrapolated to Q = 0. The background scaling was set to 1, and the atomic number
densities (ρ0) were set to 0.1003 and 0.0334 atoms/Å3 for water and sulfur, respectively.
These parameters were not refined. The desired Q range was set in the GUI, and the
Lorch modification function was applied. The Faber–Ziman formulation of S(Q) was used
for this extraction. The structure factor was optimized using an rmin cut-off of 0.5 Å for
80,000 iterations, using the method of Eggert et al. [57], in which the difference between the
observed and modelled behavior of D(r) below rmin is Fourier transformed into reciprocal
space, and subtracted from the measured I(Q).

Correction for Compton scattering is performed by the software using tabulated values
from Hubbell et al. [4], but is not visible to, or adjustable by the end user from within the
GUI. Correction for fluorescence is not currently implemented, but is planned for a future
update. All processing and optimization routines are accessible for import into external
Python code. For comparison with other PDF extraction packages, D(r) was back-calculated
from the *.gr files by rearranging Equation (4).

3.2.5. GudrunX

Prior to the GudrunX calculation of structure factors and pair distribution functions,
2θ-binned I(Q) data were manually corrected for detector attenuation and oblique inci-
dence [2], since these corrections are not available within the program. The data were
then imported into GudrunX, and the Q range was set as 0.45–20 Å−1 for both water and
sulfur. The parameters for bremsstrahlung, pertinent for a lab-based X-ray source, were
not used. Scattering data were normalized to <F>2, a Breit–Dirac factor of 2 was used for
Compton scattering, and Krogh-Moe and Norman normalization was enabled. Background
scaling was set to 1. Mass densities were set to 1.0 and 1.8 g/cm3 for water and sulfur,
respectively. The factors used to modify the multiple and Compton scattering were both
set to 1. The fluorescence correction was manually adjusted to optimize the fit of I(Q) to the
self-scattering.

GudrunX also offers parameters for the so-called “top hat” convolution [58], which is
a Fourier space filtering method used to remove any residual long-wavelength background
in S(Q). The top hat convolution uses two parameters: (1) rmin, which is set to be smaller
than the first atomic pair correlation in real space, and (2) QT, which is the threshold at
which frequencies are to be suppressed in S(Q) in order to remove the residual background.
Ideally, the top hat convolution is not necessary, and the S(Q) obtained before and after
the top hat will be nearly identical. However, if the residual long-wavelength background
cannot be removed by tweaking the other corrections, the top hat convolution is the final
option used to adjust S(Q), so its high-Q baseline is flat. It is absolutely essential that
the software user compares the S(Q) before and after the top hat function to ensure that
it has been applied appropriately. For water, QT was set at 5.0 Å−1 and rmin was set at
0.7 Å. For sulfur, QT was set at 2.5 Å−1 and rmin was set at 1.4 Å. For the pair distribution
functions, a Lorch-like broadening function with a width of 0.1 Å and a broadening power
of 0 was applied. Additional information on the GudrunX analysis is available in the
Supplementary Information.

3.2.6. BL04B2anaGUI

Structure factors, differential correlation functions, and pair distribution functions
were extracted for water and molten sulfur using BL04B2anaGUI version 15 [53], which
requires the commercial software “Igor Pro 8”, developed by WaveMetrics, Inc. [59]. This
code was originally developed for a two-axis diffractometer built at the high-energy X-ray
diffraction beamline BL04B2 at SPring-8 [60,61], but can analyze diffraction data measured
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at other beamlines or facilities. The diffractometer of BL04B2 has four CdTe and three Ge
detectors that can discriminate fluorescence [61]. In our data analysis procedure, polar-
ization, absorption [62], and background corrections were applied to raw data. The fully
corrected data were normalized so that the normalized data could oscillate around the sum
of the atomic form factors squared [5], plus Compton scattering [63] (see Equation (2)). The
normalization constant was determined using a method that was similar to the high-angle
region method [64]. Then, Compton scattering was subtracted to give the Faber–Ziman
total structure factor S(Q). The structure factors were Fourier transformed to obtain differ-
ential correlation functions, and g(r)s were computed using densities of 0.1003 and 0.0334
atoms/Å3 for water and sulfur, respectively. Lorch and Welch modification functions were
applied during the Fourier transform [28,65].

Table 1. Summary of corrections applied and parameters set during extraction of structure factors
and pair distribution functions, as well as the output from each software package.

Software Original
Analysis

PDFgetX2
[50]

GSAS-II
[49]

PDFgetX3
[51]

Liquid Diffract
[52]

GudrunX
[53]

BL04B2anaGUI
[54]

Q range (water,
Sulfur)

0.5–20 Å−1

0.5–28 Å−1
0.5–20 Å−1

0.5–26 Å−1
0.5–20 Å−1

0.5–26 Å−1
0.5–20 Å−1

0.5–26 Å−1
0.5–20 Å−1

0.5–26 Å−1
0.5–20 Å−1

0.5–20 Å−1
0.4–18 Å−1

0.45–22 Å−1

Density (water,
Sulfur)

0.1003,
0.0334

(atoms/Å3)
[not used in

software]

0.1003,
0.0334

(atoms/Å3)
[not used in

software]

29.969 Å3,
29.272 Å3

(Å3/formula
unit)

N/A
0.1003,
0.0334

(atoms/Å3)

0.1003,
0.0334

(atoms/Å3)

0.1003,
0.0334

(atoms/Å3)

Background/
container scale

factor

1 (manually
set)

1 (manually
set)

1 (manually
set, is

refinable)

1 (manually
set)

1 (manually
set, is

refinable)

1 (manually
set)

1 (manually
set)

refinable

Compton
scattering

Breit–Dirac
(order 2)

1/E quadratic
(refined)

1/E quadratic
(refined)

Ruland width
(refined)

background
ratio (refined)

Empirical
polynomial fit

yes (tabulated
values from

Hubell)

Breit–Dirac
(order 2)

yes (tabulated
values from
Corner and

Mann)

Constant
offset/flat
correction

yes
(“fluorescence”

refined)

yes (“add
background”
manually set)

yes (refined) Empirical
polynomial fit no

yes
(“fluorescence”

manually
adjusted)

yes

Self-
absorption yes no no no no yes yes

Multiple
scattering yes no no no no yes no

Oblique
incidence yes yes yes no no [manual

pre-correction] no

Optimization
Range

10–20 Å−1

20–26 Å−1

F(Q)→0

10–20 Å−1

20–26 Å−1

S(Q)→1

10–20 Å−1

20–26 Å−1

(scaling range)

Does not use
form factors Automatic Automatic

Automatic/
manual
S(Q)→1

Modification
function Lorch Lorch Lorch

Polynomial
smoothing

(rpoly)
Lorch Lorchtop hat

convolution

Lorch,
modified

Lorch,
modified

Welch [65]

Output
Functions

S(Q), F(Q) **,
D(r)

S(Q), F(Q) **,
D(r)

S(Q), F(Q) **,
D(r), g(r) *

S(Q), F(Q) **,
D(r)

S(Q), D(r) *,
g(r), T(r)

S(Q) − 1,
g(r) − 1

S(Q), D(r), g(r),
T(r), nαβ

* This function is generated and plotted, but requires the use of the program’s python API to export the function.
** F(Q) here is the reduced structure factor Q[S(Q) − 1], as defined in Equation (8).

3.3. Comparison of Structure Factors and Pair Distribution Functions Obtained using Fast PDF
Extraction Software Prior to Analyses

The structure factors for molten sulfur and water are shown in Figures 6 and 7. An
analysis of the X-ray total scattering data for sulfur in PDFgetX2, GSAS-II, LiquidDiffract,
GudrunX, and BL042B2anaGUI yielded S(Q)s scaled within 5% of our prior analysis below
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Q = 5 Å−1, with increased deviation above Q = 15 Å−1. The direct rescaling of the peaks
below Q = 5 Å−1 did not yield meaningful results for the structure factors obtained from
PDFgetX3, as their limits as Q→0 diverged. This low Q divergence was significantly
worsened when the order of the polynomial correction applied to the structure factor was
increased. Comparison of [S(Q) − 1] revealed a factor of 5 difference in normalization
between our prior analysis and that performed in PDFgetX3.
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data from original analysis using atomic form factors (green) vs. those obtained using PDFgetx2
(blue), GSAS-II (red), PDFgetX3 with rpoly = 0.9 Å (cyan) and rpoly = 1.5 Å (magenta), LiquidDiffract
(gold), GudrunX (brown), and BL042B2anaGUI (black).

Analysis of the X-ray total scattering data for water, in contrast, resulted in much
larger discrepancies in the normalization of the structure factors across the board [Figure 7].
All software packages tested in this review utilize atomic form factors, and do not have
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the option of including MAFFs. In prior analyses, the use of MAFFs in lieu of atomic form
factors resulted in a 50% difference in the S(0) limit, and a visible 25–35% difference in the
normalization of the low Q region (below Q = 3 Å−1) [Figure 2]. Additionally, hydrogen
and oxygen are much weaker scatterers than sulfur, so effects such as background, dark
current drift, fluorescence, and Compton scattering contribute to a significant fraction of
the observed signal. Any discrepancies in correcting the data can lead to widely vary-
ing results in the overall scaling of the structure factors and pair distribution functions.
The discrepancies in the normalization of the structure factors obtained using PDFgetX2,
LiquidDiffract, GudrunX, and BL042B2anaGUI for peaks below Q = 3 Å−1 were −20%,
−6%, −23%, and −18%, respectively, relative to our original analysis using atomic form
factors. The direct rescaling of the peaks below either Q = 3 Å−1 or Q = 5 Å−1 did not
yield meaningful results for the structure factors obtained using GSAS-II and PDFgetX3
due to the difference in the S(0) limit. A factor of 2.5 was found, and a 6.5 difference in
the normalization of S(Q) − 1 using GSAS-II and PDFgetX3 (rpoly = 0.9 Å), respectively,
was observed compared to that found in our original analysis. Increasing the order of the
correction polynomial from 7 (rpoly = 0.9 Å) to 11 (rpoly = 1.5 Å) not only led to the greater
divergence of S(Q) at low Q, but also resulted in an additional factor of 2.3 difference in the
normalization of S(Q) − 1 [Figure 8].
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from PDFgetX3 have been manually renormalized for ease of comparison with our original analysis.

The differential correlation functions, D(r), and pair distribution functions, g(r), for
molten sulfur and water are shown in Figures 9 and 10. The D(r)s obtained for sulfur
extracted using PDFgetX2, GSAS-II, LiquidDiffract, GudrunX, and BL042B2anaGUI are qual-
itatively similar to those obtained in our prior analysis, and are scaled +4, −1%, −11%,
−25%, and −24% relative to those results. The larger discrepancies in the normalization
of D(r) compared to the structure factors are primarily due to the limited resolution of
the PDF for LiquidDiffract, and the difference in the broadening of r for the PDFs obtained
using GudrunX and BL042B2anaGUI. For the sulfur D(r)s extracted using PDFgetX3, the
normalization is a factor of 4.4 lower than PDFgetX2 for both rpoly = 0.9 Å and rpoly = 1.5 Å.
For all g(r)s except those from PDFgetX3, the atomic number densities were either ex-
plicitly set as equivalent to ρ = 0.0334 atoms/Å3 in the software (GSAS-II, LiquidDiffract,
GudrunX), or assumed to be so during manual computation (PDFgetX2); therefore, any
discrepancies in the normalization of D(r) were conserved. For PDFgetX3, assuming atomic
number densities consistent with the low-r slope of D(r) resulted in an over-correction of
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the normalization, with the resulting g(r)s scaled roughly +50% above those obtained in
our original analysis.
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Figure 9. Differential correlation distribution functions (a) and pair distribution functions (b) for molten
sulfur extracted from X-ray total scattering data using original analysis (green) vs. those obtained
using PDFgetx2 (blue), GSAS-II (red), PDFgetX3 with rpoly = 0.9 Å (cyan) and rpoly = 1.5 Å (magenta),
LiquidDiffract (gold), GudrunX (brown), and BL042B2anaGUI (black). Lorch modification functions were
applied in all cases except PDFgetX3.
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Figure 10. Differential correlation distribution functions (a) and pair distribution functions (b) for
water extracted from X-ray total scattering data using original analysis with atomic form factors
(green) vs. those obtained using PDFgetX2 (blue), GSAS-II (red), PDFgetX3 with rpoly = 0.9 Å (cyan)
and rpoly = 1.5 Å (magenta), LiquidDiffract (gold), GudrunX (brown), and BL042B2anaGUI (black).
Lorch modification functions were applied in all cases except PDFgetX3.

For water, we expect the significant errors we observe in the normalization of the
structure factor to be propagated to the pair distribution functions derived from the Fourier
transform. For PDFgetX2, GSAS-II, LiquidDiffract, GudrunX, and BL042B2anaGUI, the differ-
ences in normalization observed, at −22%, −66%, −10%, −32%, and −31%, respectively,
relative to our original analysis using atomic form factors, are comparable to those ob-
served in the structure factor. The D(r)s obtained for water in PDFgetX3 are mis-scaled by a
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factor of 8 for both rpoly = 0.9 Å and rpoly = 1.5 Å. This significantly differs from the scale
factors required to renormalize the structure factor, which were 5 and 11.1, respectively
[Figure 11]. Additionally, the correction polynomial yields a D(r) that is either extremely
noisy, or completely smooths out the low-r O–H correlations. For all g(r)s except those from
PDFgetX3, the atomic number densities were either explicitly set to ρ = 0.1003 atoms/Å3

in the software (GSAS-II, LiquidDiffract, GudrunX), or assumed to be so during manual
computation (PDFgetX2); therefore, the discrepancy in the normalization of D(r) was con-
served. For PDFgetX3, assuming atomic number densities consistent with the low-r slope
of D(r) resulted in an over-correction of the normalization, much like molten sulfur, with
the resulting g(r)s scaled roughly +13% above those obtained in our original analysis.
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The coordination numbers for the first three sulfur–sulfur peaks calculated using
Equation (6) are tabulated in Table 2. An atomic number density of ρ = 0.0334 atoms/Å3

was used for all calculations. The interatomic distances were obtained in our prior analysis
were similar to those obtained using PDFgetX2, GSAS-II, LiquidDiffract, GudrunX, and
BL04B2anaGUI. However, there was significant variability in the coordination numbers
obtained from each program. The reduced real-space resolution for LiquidDiffract led to
increasingly large discrepancies relative to our prior analyses, especially for the third shell.
The subtle difference in the normalization of the structure factor in our simplified PDFgetX2
analysis compared with our prior, more rigorous, analyses is evident in the consistently
larger coordination numbers obtained.

Table 2. S–S distances and coordination numbers (for peaks 1, 2 and 3) obtained in original analysis
with atomic form factors vs. those obtained using fast PDF extraction in various software suites.
Errors of up to 5% are typical for coordination numbers derived from these analyses [2,18].

Program rSS(1)
(Å)

nSS(1)
(1.80–2.30 Å)

rSS(2)
(Å)

nSS(2)
(3.00–3.60 Å)

rSS(3)
(Å)

nSS(3)
(4.20–4.74 Å)

Original analysis 2.05 1.88 3.32 3.13 4.46 5.54
PDFgetX2 2.06 2.01 3.33 3.24 4.46 5.75
GSAS-II 2.05 1.9 3.34 3.06 4.47 5.52

LiquidDiffract 2.07 1.9 3.3 3.13 4.45 5.98
GudrunX 2.04 1.92 3.32 3.06 4.44 5.55

BL04B2anaGUI 2.06 1.91 3.33 3.20 4.46 5.64
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4. Conclusions

The advent of intense X-ray synchrotrons and their generation of vast amounts of
scattering data have led to the deployment of rapid, highly automatable data analysis
packages to keep pace with experiments. However, this has come at some cost in the
case of studying highly disordered materials such as liquids. The results of our review
highlight significant, and sometimes substantial, variations between the currently available
total scattering software packages when applied to liquids. The lack of well-established
correction procedures that can be employed to extract normalized S(Q)s can lead to serious
issues when extracting coordination numbers from the pair distribution function, as illus-
trated by Figures 6–8 and Table 2. In some cases, documentation of the theory behind the
software computations is lacking, making it difficult to identify which steps are causing
discrepancies in the output S(Q)s.

There has been rapid growth in the use of the PDF technique over the last decade,
and many newcomers will not be familiar with the work of Wright some 30 years ago,
which emphasized the importance of publishing the unphysical oscillations at low-r, below
the first true peak in g(r). While these features may have no physical meaning, these
oscillations are a strong indication of the level of systematic error in the PDF measurement.
Any reviewer will not be able to judge the quality of the data if they are removed, especially
if, as is common practice nowadays, the structure factor is not shown. Yet, to avoid
introducing additional Fourier transform artifacts (ripples) into the PDF, some type of
high-Q correction has to be applied to the data in order to enforce the condition S(Qmax) = 1.
In addition, unless the data are perfect, the low-r unphysical region has to be removed
in order to make comparisons with atomistic models that generate S(Q) and g(r) and are,
by definition, zero in this region. Therein lies the challenge for experimentalists trying to
model their data. For this reason, many researchers in the liquid and glass community
opt to publish both the unphysical low-r oscillations in the raw Fourier transform, in
addition to the model fits for which this region is naturally zero. Ideally, both the reduced
S(Q) obtained using the appropriate corrections and the Fourier back-transform will also
be published in reciprocal space.

Using the low-r unphysical region below the first true peak in the PDF to manipulate
the data has previously been described as a “dubious” practice, and it has been stated
that such data should be regarded with the “utmost suspicion” [33]. A more reasonable
approach, for high-energy X-ray diffraction data at least, is to apply a small quadratic-type
correction, since most corrections appear to have this general shape [2]. In large part, the
purpose of this review has been to outline the best practices for using each software package
currently available in order to make the appropriate corrections (and for the researcher to
add those corrections that are missing) and so that the most accurate S(Q) and g(r) can be
extracted. Unfortunately, this has not been possible for all software packages in the chosen
examples of water and molten sulfur. Researchers should be aware of these issues when
deciding how far to trust the data when interpreting liquid-state structures.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/qubs7020020/s1, Supporting Information on Data Collection
and reduction, GudrunX Extended Discussion, and minimal code examples of extracting G(r) from
GSAS-II, the IDL-based batch extraction of PDFs from PDFgetX2, and the python-IDL bridge-based
batch extraction of PDFs from PDFgetX2. Reference [66] are cited in the Supplementary Materials.
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